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Abstract 

 

 Serine racemase (SR) is a pyridoxal 5’ phosphate (PLP) dependent enzyme that is 

responsible for the biosynthesis of the neurotransmitter D-serine (DS). DS is an agonist of the N-

methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) glutamate receptors. NMDA receptors are important in maintaining 

many physiological brain functions, like synaptic plasticity, which is important for memory 

formation. However, the overactivation of NMDA receptors is associated with severe 

neurodegenerations, for example, acute brain stroke or chronic diseases including Alzheimer’s 

disease and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). Aberrant NMDA receptor function is placed 

among the causal agents of epilepsy and schizophrenia. Recent studies with serine racemase 

deficient mice revealed that DS and SR might be involved in ALS. SR knock-out mice were 

protected against β-amyloid plaque formation, supporting the link between SR and Alzheimer’s 

disease. Serine racemase is thereby interesting as a potential pharmaceutical target. 

SR is also interesting from the biochemical point of view. It is a multifunctional enzyme 

capable of serine racemization and deamination with comparable efficiencies. The enzyme is 

activated by nucleotides like ATP, by divalent cations, and by reducing agents. 

The close sequence and functional similarity of mouse and human SR allows the use of 

mouse models and recombinant mouse SR for the study of human SR. This work presents the 

results of a mouse SR inhibition study.     
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Abbreviations 

 
ALS    amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Lou Gehrig’s disease) 

AMPA   α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methylisoxazole-4-propionic acid 

AMP-PCP  adenosine-5'-(β, γ-methylene) triphosphate 

ASCT   alanine-serine-cysteine transporter 

ATP   adenosine-5’- triphosphate 

DAAO   D-amino acid oxidase 

DPFC    dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 

DS    D-serine 

DTT    1, 4-dithiothreitol 

EDTA    ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid 

EST    expressed sequence tag 

GRIP    glutamate receptor interacting protein 

L-EHA  L-erythro-3-hydroxyaspartate 

LS    L-serine 

LSOS    L-serine-O-sulfate 

L-THA  L-threo-3-hydroxyaspartate 

LTP   long term potentiation 

NMDA   N-methyl-D-aspartate 

PICK1   protein interacting with kinase C 1 

PLP    pyridoxal-5’-phosphate 

SR    serine racemase (h, human; m, mouse; r, rat)                                              

TCEP   tris-carboxyethlylphosphine 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

 

 

1.1 The World of D-Serine 

1.1.1 L or D? 

In 1848 Louis Pasteur (*1822 - †1895) first described the phenomenon of molecular 

chirality after his observations of tartrate crystals and solutions in polarized light [1]. Chiral, or 

optically active, molecules rotate the plane of polarized light, each enantiomer in a different 

sense: clockwise or counterclockwise. On the molecular level such compounds lack an internal 

plane of symmetry and have non-superimposable mirror images. The word “chirality” was 

derived from the Greek cheir (hand) as human hands are the first obvious examples of objects 

with non-superimposable mirror images. 

The knowledge of chirality preceded the discovery of the amino acid sequence of 

proteins, which was revealed around 1950 [2-4]. The α-amino acids (except glycine) also exist as 

two optically active isomers. The proteosynthetic machinery uses exclusively L-amino acids. 

From the evolutionary point of view this fact remains very exciting. Many chemists, 

theoreticians, and geologists have come up with interesting explanations. For example salt-

induced peptide formation favoring L-α-amino acids [5], or single chirality formed from a nearly 

racemic mixture of crystals that are grinded in saturated solution [6-7]. 

It is, however, not true that D-amino acids are not naturally occurring, as is often taught in 

high schools and believed in public. However, the detection of naturally present D-amino acids 
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first required advances in separation and detection techniques that have now been available for 

several decades.  

In proteins D-amino acids occur as a result of posttranslational modification [8]. They are 

common composites of bacterial cell wall peptidoglycans, peptide antibiotics, or peptide products  

of mollusks, frogs, and snails [9]. Moreover all protein amino acids undergo spontaneous 

racemization during aging and upon the death of the organism, in other words, once the tissue is 

metabolically inert [10]. This phenomenon is used in dating of fossils or determination of the 

death time [11].  

The detection of the free D-amino acids was again preceded by the discovery of kidney 

D-amino acid specific enzyme D-amino acid oxidase (DAAO) back in 1935 [12]. The reason for 

the presence of such an enzyme was not clear for many years. Only in 1986 Dunlop  et al. 

detected high amounts of free D-aspartic acid in various mammalian tissues [13]. A couple of 

years later Hashimoto et al. reported the presence of free D-serine and D-aspartic acid in human 

and rat brain [14-15]. Subsequently other proteinogenic amino acids in their D-form were also 

detected in the mammalian tissues, but their function is largely unknown [16]. In some cases the 

level is so low that the potential role of these compounds can be debated. In contrast, the amount 

of D-serine and D-aspartic acid represent 5-30% of the L-form, depending on the tissue and 

developmental stage. The role for both D-amino acids has already been assigned. D-Asp 

regulates endocrine functions and tissue development and D-ser serves as a neurotransmitter [17]. 

 

1.1.2 D-serine in N-methyl-D-aspartate Receptor Neurotransmission 

N-Methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors are a subclass of excitatory (or activating) 

ionotropic glutamate receptors in the mammalian nervous system. They are located in the 

membranes of neurons, mostly in the synapses and serve as sodium/potassium/calcium ion-

channels that upon opening cause excitation of the target cell. Among the ion-channels are 

NMDA receptors outstanding in their mechanism of function, because they require two different 

agonists for the opening of the channel. One agonist is glutamate and glycine or D-serine act as 

the co-agonists [18]. NMDA receptors are predominantly heterotetramers consisting of two 

distinct subunit types each bearing one agonist site. The NR1 subunits display the glycine/D-

serine while the NR2 subunits the glutamate binding site. NMDA receptors undergo complex 
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regulation by various other activators, like polyamines, and blockers, for example Mg2+ ions [19] 

(see Fig. 1).  

It is not known how the NMDA receptor activation is split between glycine and D-serine. 

Several studies occupied with this subject showed that D-serine has the same or higher affinity to 

the NMDA receptor and is more potent in the signal triggering [20-21]. Enzymatic depletion of 

DS leads to significant decrease of NMDA receptor signaling [22]. Furthermore the 

spatiotemporal distribution of D-serine with its synthesizing enzyme, serine racemase (SR), 

resemble that of NMDA receptors, while glycine with serine hydroxymethyltransferase do not 

[23]. It is not surprising that glycine distribution is distinct, because it is a recognized inhibitory 

neurotransmitter. It acts through the strychnine-sensitive glycine receptors [24]. Recently the 

serine racemase deficient mice with 90% reduction in DS level show reduced NMDA receptor 

function [25]. These observations suggest what is now generally accepted: D-serine is the major 

agonist of the NMDA receptor co-agonist binding site. However, Oleit et al. showed that D-

serine might act preferentially through the synaptic NMDA-receptors while glycine acts  through 

the extrasynaptic receptors [26].  

Initially DS was considered an atypical messenger, sometimes referred to as a 

gliotransmitter, because it was only observed in the glial cells and thought to participate in the 

synaptic transmission being released from glia only [27-28]. Later it was shown that DS and 

serine racemase are present in neurons as well [29]. It remains to be clarified how D-serine 

circulates in the synapse and the surrounding cells (for further details see Chapter 1.1.4).   

NMDA receptors are major glutamatergic receptors allowing synaptic transmission in 

many parts of the brain. They participate in processes like neuronal development, plasticity, 

learning, and memory. On the account of being crucial they serve as a crossroad for many 

pathological processes. Their improper activation switches them to excitotoxic and 

neurodegenerative agents. The pathophysiological contribution of NMDA receptors has been 

demonstrated for many acute and chronic diseases, for example Alzheimer’s disease, 

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), Huntington’s and Parkinson’s diseases, brain ischemia, 

schizophrenia, and epilepsy. NMDA receptors further participate in nociception, depression, 

anxiety, and drug tolerance [30]. Therefore, they serve as a molecular site for pharmacological 

intervention. Unfortunately the NMDA receptor antagonists often bring notwithstanding side 
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effects that make them useless for the treatment [30-31]. The potential drug targets are now 

searched for among the NMDA receptor signaling molecules upstream or downstream of the 

receptor. Serine racemase, as the co-agonist D-serine producing enzyme, is thus potentially very 

interesting.   

 

 

Fig. 1.  NMDA Receptor Scheme 

NMDA receptor channel scheme showing its subunit structure and composition and positions of various 

modulators. For example Zn2+ ions serve as naturally occurring antagonists, while Mg2+ ions act as channel blockers. 

NMDA receptor subunits NR2 are shown in different colors, because they exist in several distinct subtypes that 

usually combine in one receptor. The picture was adapted from [32]. 

 

NMDA receptors are found in the central (CNS) and peripheral nervous system (PNS) as 

well as in the peripheral non-neuronal tissues. D-Serine was also detected outside the nervous 

system and is thought to occupy the peripheral NMDA receptors too. The role of NMDA 

receptors in the pathology of peripheral organs was already shown for the heart and kidneys [33-

34]. 
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Recently, phosphatidyl-D-serine was isolated from rat brain. Phosphatidyl-L-serine is a 

frequent component of brain cell membranes. Here, the authors showed that the D-form 

represents about 1% of the amount of the L-form [35]. This is the first demonstration of another 

role for D-serine aside from NMDA receptor signaling.  

 

1.1.3 Source of DS – Is Serine Racemase the Only One? 

Serine racemase (SR), a cytosolic pyridoxal-5’-phosphate dependent enzyme (see below), 

was identified as the key enzyme in DS production. Recently, an important contribution in the 

field of SR was achieved by several groups: the breeding of SR knock-out mice [36-39]. It was 

surprising to realize that the animals still possess a significant amount of DS. The total DS 

amount represented 10% of the amount in the wild type animals. It is not clear which pathway, 

except for the SR-catalyzed, might lead to the production of DS [36-37].  

 Before SR was first isolated, various metabolic routes to DS in the mammalian tissue 

were discussed. One obvious source is intestine. DS can come from digested food or it can be 

produced by endogenous bacteria. Experiments with radiolabeled DS revealed that it can be 

transported to the brain through the blood brain barrier [40].  

Phosphoserine phosphatase is able to produce D-serine from D-phosphoserine, which has, 

however, not been detected in the mammalian brain tissue [41]. In 1997 two groups 

independently demonstrated a direct metabolic link between L- and D-serine and suggested the 

existence of mammalian brain serine racemase. They measured if DS is elevated upon 

administration of glucose, glycine, L-threonine, or L-serine. Takahashi et al. used non-labeled 

compounds and observed elevation of DS level after LS administration and elevation of LS 

together with DS after glycine administration [42]. Dunlop and Neidle used radiolabeled 

compounds and observed formation of D-serine only after L-serine administration [43]; they thus 

ruled out the direct metabolic link between glycine and D-serine suggested previously [44]. 

 After mammalian serine racemase was finally identified in 1999 [45], the search for other 

possible sources of DS ceased. 
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1.1.4 DS Release and Transport in Tripartite Synapse 

Lot of research was done in the past decade on the contribution of astrocytes and other 

types of glial cells in the central nervous system (CNS) to the neuronal signaling (for reviews see 

[46] or [47]). Structurally, the synapse is formed by presynaptic and postsynaptic neurons and 

surrounded by a glial cell, for example an astrocyte (see Figure 2). Astrocytes are known to 

release numerous transmitters, such as nucleotides, NO, glutamate, and D-serine [27, 48-49]. 

They play important roles in neuronal tissue development and regulation [50-51]. 

 

Fig. 2. Scheme of Tripartite Synapse 

Synapse formed by a presynaptic and a postsynaptic neuron and an astrocyte. The release of gliotransmitters 

and neurotransmitters is schematically outlined by the red and blue dots, respectively. The picture was adapted from 

[47]. 

As a neurotransmitter, DS must be released to the synapse and removed from the synapse 

in an efficient way. It was shown that in glia DS accumulates in secretory vesicles and can be 

released through vesicular fusion with the plasmatic membrane upon Ca2+ stimulation, similar to 
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other neurotransmitters [52-53]. It is possible that D-serine and glutamate use the same vesicles 

and are released to the synapse together [52]. At the same time, DS was shown to be released 

upon membrane depolarization from the cytosol of neurons in a non-vesicular manner [29]. 

The clearance of DS from the synapse may be provided by the neutral amino acid alanine-

serine-cysteine transporter (ASCT) [54-55]. D-Serine has high affinity to the ASCT2 transporter 

type [56], which can efficiently control the DS homeostasis in the C6 glioma cell line [57]. The 

ASCT2 transporter is present on the glial as well as the neuronal cell membrane [56]. 

 

1.1.5 DS Degradation – Is D-Amino Acid Oxidase the Main Actor? 

 Nothing was known about DS and its role in the mammalian brain when its putative 

degrading enzyme, D-amino acid oxidase (DAAO, also abbreviated DAO), had already been well 

characterized. DAAO was first isolated and described as early as 1935 [12].  

DAAO is a flavine-adenine dinucleotide (FAD) enzyme that catalyzes oxidative 

deamination of D-amino acids to iminoacids with the concurrent release of H2O2 [58].  The 

produced iminoacid is subsequently hydrolyzed to an α-ketoacid and ammonia. D-serine is thus 

converted to hydroxypyruvate. The effectiveness of DS clearance by DAAO is well demonstrated 

by the inverse spatiotemporal distribution of DAAO and DS [59]. In the same time this means 

that the site of DS production (SR) and degradation (DAAO) do not appear alongside each other. 

It remains unanswered how DS accesses the DAAO regions for its degradation. 

Being the putative DS degrading enzyme, DAAO has also been studied in the NMDA 

receptor related pathological conditions. Broad study with Canadian schizophrenic patients 

revealed an association of G72 gene polymorphism with the illness [60]. The product of G72 

gene is a potential interaction partner of DAAO [60]. This discovery led to a boom of DAAO 

investigations, especially its correlations to schizophrenia [61-65]. The results from experiments 

with DAAO deficient mice further support the possibility of such a link [66-67].  

 Another possibility for DS degradation is catalysis by serine racemase alone. SR 

deaminates serine to pyruvate through β-elimination, its second activity [68-69] (for further 

details see Chapter 1.2). Researchers speculate about some intracellular means of regulation via 
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posttranslational modification, an interaction partner, or a spatio-temporal distribution that could 

determine the SR reaction pathway [70]; however, none of these speculations have yet been 

confirmed.  

 

1.1.6 DS Detection  

 A major milestone in the field of serine racemase and D-serine was the establishment of 

D-amino acid detection methods. 

Detection of D-serine has been performed using separations techniques, coupled enzyme 

assays, and immunochemical methods. Capillary electrophoresis (CE) [71-72], HPLC [14, 73], 

and gas chromatography GC [74-75] are suitable techniques for DS resolution. To distinguish 

between LS and DS, an optically active derivatization agent or chiral resin must be used. 

Depending on the detection method, the derivatization compounds typically used are 2-

fluorodinitrophenyl-L-alanine amide (FDAA, Marfey’s reagent) for UV/vis or MS detection [76-

77], or ortho-phthaldialdehyde (OPA) with chiral SH-donors, such as isobutyryl-L-cysteine or N-

tert-butyloxycarbonyl-L-cysteine (t-Boc-L-cysteine), for fluorescent detection [78] . The most 

widely used technique is a conventional reversed-phase HPLC fluorescence method with 

precolumn derivatization with o-phthaldialdehyde (OPA) and a chiral thiol. 
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1.2 Biochemistry of Serine Racemase 

The enzyme responsible for the neurotransmitter DS production is serine racemase (SR). 

This thesis describes mammalian serine racemase, especially its mouse and human orthologs. 

However, first it should be briefly clarified which other serine racemases are known. Literature 

and on-line biochemical databases, such as BRENDA [79] or NCBI [80], mention several distinct 

serine racemases: general amino-acid epimerase (EC number 5.1.1.10) typical for bacteria, 

protein-serine racemase (5.1.1.17) found in funnel web spider venom [81], and the free serine 

racemase (EC number 5.1.1.18) that is the subject of the thesis. The NCBI protein database 

reveals numerous free serine racemases of bacterial origin that usually have about 30-40% 

sequence identity to mammalian SR, similar to serine/threonine dehydratases that belong to the 

same family of PLP-dependent enzymes (discussed later in text). There are several types of serine 

racemases in bacteria, some of which are membrane bound and contribute to antibiotic resistance 

[82]. The bacterial serine racemases are distinct from the mammalian serine racemases in most 

cases. However, SR from the hyperthermophilic archeon Pyrobaculum islandicum is highly 

similar to the mammalian orthologs in its enzymatic behavior [83]. The relation between 

prokaryotic and eukaryotic SRs remains to be clarified. 

Serine racemase homologs and orthologs are represented throughout all biological 

kingdoms. SR was already described in yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe [84] and 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae [85]; in plants, such as rice (Oryza sativa) [86], barley (Hordeum 

vulgare) [87], or Arabidopsis thaliana [88]; and in high vertebrates like salamander (Ambystoma 

trigrinum) [89], mouse (Mus musculus) [68], rat (Rattus norvegicus) [45], and human (Homo 

sapiens) [90]. The sequence alignment revealed 90% identity among the mammalian SRs and 35-

48% identity of yeast and plant SRs with the mammalian SRs.  

 

1.2.1 Serine Racemase Is a Pyridoxal-5’-Phosphate Dependent Enzyme 

Serine racemase employs pyridoxal-5´-phosphate (PLP) as a cofactor. PLP-dependent 

enzymes are widespread throughout all the kingdoms of organisms, from archaebacteria, plants, 

and fungi to animals [91]. PLP is one of the active forms of pyridoxine, vitamin B6. It has a 

reactive aldehyde moiety that interacts with primary amines. PLP-dependent enzymes therefore 
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act predominantly on amino acids, and they participate in an enormous variety of reactions, 

including deaminations, decarboxylations, β-replacements, transaminations, and racemizations. 

The reaction versatility typical for PLP-dependent enzymes is mirrored in the fact that they can 

be found in 5 out of 6 enzyme classes [92].  

The first steps of the reaction mechanism are common to all PLP-dependent enzymes. In 

the resting state PLP is covalently bound to the ε-amino-group of an active site lysine, forming a 

Schiff base commonly called the internal aldimine. When substrate enters the active site, PLP 

swaps the lysine ε-amino-group for the α-amino group of the amino acid substrate, thus forming 

the external aldimine. The fate of the external aldimine now relies on the enzyme active site 

architecture, which controls the spatial arrangement of the intermediate. It has been shown that 

initial cleavage takes place on the α-carbon bond that projects perpendicular to the pyridoxal ring 

plane; this observation is referred to as the Dunathan stereoelectronic hypothesis [93]. Most 

frequently, the α-hydrogen lies in the perpendicular position, leading to cleavage of the 

hydrogen-carbon bond. The thus formed quinoid intermediate is common to racemization, 

transamination, β-elimination (deamination), and β-replacement reactions [94]. This pathway has 

been proposed also for serine racemase (Fig. 3).  

 

1.2.2 Reactions Catalyzed by Serine Racemase  

Because we mapped SR activity in great detail, some of the results from Publication I are 

already mentioned here in the introduction. 

PLP-dependent enzymes are known to catalyze various side reactions; some of them can 

be physiologically relevant [95-96]. Most probably, the reason for the low reaction specificity is 

PLP reactivity and catalytic versatility. However, it should be noted that not only PLP-dependent 

enzymes were shown to catalyze side reactions; Copley et al. discuss that enzymes in general are 

less specific than we thought [97].  

Serine racemase is able to catalyze racemization of serine and β-elimination of both L- 

and D-serine. The reactions share a common enzymatic active site [98], as expected from the 

proposed mechanism of action and further supported by the recently available human and rat SR 

X-ray structures [99]. In the case of human and mouse SR, the β-elimination of L-serine has 

comparable efficiency with racemization. The β-elimination (also called α,β-elimination, 
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dehydration, or deamination) of D-serine to pyruvate is significantly slower (See Table 1). This 

is, however, not true for SR from other species, such as yeast or archebacteria (Table 1), where, 

based on the reaction velocities, SR serves as a β-eliminase rather than racemase. It is attractive 

to speculate that in mammalian SR the β-elimination activity is a residual of evolution from a 

common ancestral enzyme with serine/threonine dehydratases [100]. Supportive to this 

speculation might be the fact that in plants SR is, so far, the only known D-serine degrading 

enzyme; plants lack D-amino acid oxidase [58, 87]. Fujitani et al. thus suggest that SR catalyzed 

β-elimination of DS is more important than DS production in plants [87-88].  

            

 

                        

                                              rraacceemmiizzaattiioonn  

 

 

              

                                                                  

                                                                        

                                                                      ddeeaammiinnaattiioonn  

 

Fig. 3 SR Reaction Mechanism 

Proposed SR reaction scheme, taken from [101]. Lys57 (S. pombe SR numbering) corresponds to Lys56 of 

hSR. Internal aldimine (3) is replaced by external aldimine formed with LS (4) or DS (5) as a substrate. When the α-

hydrogen is removed to form the quioid intermediate (6) the reaction pathway can follow two directions, one is that 

the hydrogen is attached back from the same or opposite direction to form the same or opposite enantiomer, 

respectively (racemization); or it undergoes dehydration to form aminoacrylate aldimine intermediate (7) that is 

released from PLP and undergoes hydration to form the corresponding keto-acid (pyruvic acid in the case of serine) 

and ammonia (deamination).  
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human 

SR 

KM 

[ mM ] 

kcat 

[ min-1] 

kcat / KM 

[ min-1 mM-1] 

 mouse 

SR 

KM 

[ mM ] 

kcat 

[ min-1] 

kcat / KM 

[ min-1 mM-1] 

LS  rac. 4.1 41.5  10.0   LS  rac. 3.8  45.5 12.0  

DS  rac. 10.8 84.9 7.9  DS  rac. 14.5 113    7.8 

LS ß-el. 4.7   100 21.2  LS ß-el. 4.0    81.3 20.3 

DS ß-el. 9.5   7.7   0.81   DS ß-el. 3.2    8.8    2.7 

         

barley 

SR 

KM 

[ mM ] 

Vmax 

[nmol 

mg-1min-1] 

 

Vmax / KM 

 

 fission 

yeast 

SR 

KM 

[ mM ] 

Vmax 

[nmol 

mg-1min-1] 

 

Vmax / KM 

 

LS  rac. 2.6 21 8.1  LS  rac. 32 30 0.9 

DS  rac. 9 455 51  DS  rac. 9.6 7.1 0.7 

LS ß-el. 2.7 2.8 1.0  LS ß-el. 36 870 24 

DS ß-el. 8.3 161 19.4  DS ß-el. 10 52 5.2 

    

P.island. 

SR 

KM 

[ mM ] 

kcat 

[ min-1] 

kcat / KM 

[ min-1 mM-1] 

LS  rac. 185 888 4.8 

DS  rac. 95.4 313 3.3 

LS ß-el. 2.16 3660 1694 

DS ß-el. - - - 

 

Table 1 Serine Racemase Catalytic Parameters 

Summary of KM and kcat or Vmax (in red lettering) values and the corresponding catalytic efficiencies of L- 

and D-serine racemization (rac.) and β-elimination (β-el.) reactions catalyzed by various recombinant SR orthologs. 

Data for human SR are from [102], for mouse SR from [98] (Publication I of the thesis), for barley (Hordeum 

vulgare) from [87], for fission yeast (Schizosaccharomyces pombe) from [101] suppl., and for the archeon 

Pyrobaculum islandicum from [83].  
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It is not clear, whether, or not mammalian SR catalyzed β-elimination is physiologically 

important. It was proposed that SR can serve as the site of DS synthesis as well as degradation 

[69]. Human and mouse SR, which share 89% sequence identity and have comparable kinetic 

parameters [102], bear one interesting enzymatic difference in their KM and kcat values for D-

serine β-elimination (see Table 1). Human SR can catalyze DS deamination with the KM value, as 

expected, corresponding to DS racemization, but with very low kcat. On the other hand, mSR can 

catalyze DS deamination seemingly faster than hSR, but the KM value does not correspond to DS 

racemization but to the LS reactions. These observations, together with the fact that all reactions 

occur in the same active site [98], lead us to the conclusion that mSR, in contrast to hSR, is not 

able to catalyze direct DS deamination. The pyruvate formed when DS is used as substrate of 

mSR is probably the product of deamination of LS previously formed from DS by racemization. 

(note: these observations belong to the Publication I in the thesis). 

The energetic consequence of SR catalyzed serine deamination has been discussed several 

times. The authors mostly agree that the observed reaction velocity is so low that it cannot cause 

significant changes in the energetic milieu of the cell. For comparison, rat liver serine 

dehydratase, also catalyzing L-serine to pyruvate deamination, has velocity several orders of 

magnitude higher [98]; all together the SR pyruvate production represents less than 0.1% of 

pyruvate production from glucose [103]. However, SR could contribute to the intermediary 

metabolism if its activity is up-regulated in vivo, or in nonstandard cases, such as in the 

energetically deficient long sciatic nerve axons that are dependent on the energy supply from 

surrounding Schwann cells, type of glial cells that, among others, express also SR [104].  

Interestingly, it was recently shown that D-serine is capable of rat cortex citrate synthase 

inhibition [105]. At the same time we have revealed that citrate together with other tricarboxylic 

acid cycle intermediates can inhibit SR [98, 106]. The observations suggest that D-serine and 

serine racemase might be somehow interconnected with the intermediary metabolism of the 

neuronal tissue cells.  

 

1.2.3 Other Serine Racemase Substrates 

Panizzutti et al. first observed that serine racemase can transform other substrate than L- 

or D-serine [107]. They identified L-serine-O-sulfate as new serine racemase substrate. 

Subsequently we identified several other SR substrates, most of which are mentioned in 
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Publication I of the thesis. For the purposes of completeness are the results of Publication I 

mentioned here.  

 Mammalian serine racemase is capable of transformation of amino acids other than serine. 

SR in its “racemization mode” is serine specific, with the only known exception being threonine 

that is converted as follows: L-allo-threonine to D-threonine and D-allo-threonine to L-threonine 

and vice versa [98]. It is not stunning that SR can adopt threonine as a substrate since it is 

sequentially and evolutionary related to serine/threonine deaminases [92, 108]. This activity is, 

however, likely not physiologically relevant because the threonine isomers have very low affinity 

to SR; moreover, in the case of L-Thr, the initial velocity of its racemization is less than 10% of 

its deamination [98] (Table 2). 

 

mouse 

SR 
product 

KM 

[ mM ] 

kcat 

[ min
-1

] 

kcat / KM 

[ min
-1 

mM
-1

] 

L-Thr 2-ketobutyrate 48 627 13.1 

L-Ser-O-sulfate  pyruvate 0.43 807 1879 

L-threo-3-OH-Asp oxalacetate 1.0 1860 1788 

L-Cl-ß-Ala pyruvate 1.6 155 97 

 

 Table 2 SR Substrates 

Kinetic parameters of known mSR β-elimination substrates [98]. Compare the data with mSR parameters 

for serine in Table 1. Except for L-threonine the substrates are unnatural to mammalian tissue [109]. L-threo-3-

hydroxyaspartate has been detected in proteins as a result of posttranslational modification but it was never 

confirmed to occur in the free form. The other presented amino acids are non-natural to mammalian tissue. 

  

The experiments have revealed that SR is not very “picky” in terms of the substrates for 

β-elimination. It accepts various amino acids and converts them to the corresponding keto-acid 

products through the mechanism shown in Fig.3. The deamination substrates, however, share 
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some common features; they are all small L-α-amino acids with an electronegative leaving group 

attached to the β-carbon [98]. Recently, we identified the 2- and 3-hydroxyglutamic acids as 

another class of potent mSR β-elimination substrates (unpublished observations).  

Perhaps even more striking than the actual low substrate specificity is the fact that SR 

catalyzes the deamination of these compounds significantly faster than its natural substrate serine. 

Serine racemase thus acts as a broad-specificity β-eliminase. However, the deamination activity 

with these other substrates may again be a residual of the evolution (as discussed in Chapter 

1.2.2) and bear no physiological significance. Supportive to this are the observations that SR 

homologs from soil bacteria Pseudomonas sp. T62 [100] and from yeast Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae [85] have only L-threo-3-hydroxyaspartate (L-THA) deamination activity and lack 

serine racemization activity. Furthermore, the substrates, with the exception of the low affinity L-

threonine, are all unnatural compounds, which thus cannot compete with serine in vivo. 

 

1.2.4 Serine Racemase Activators 

 In addition to PLP, mammalian serine racemase requires divalent cations, such as Mg2+, 

Mn2+, or Ca2+, for its activity [68, 110]. One atom of the cation is embedded inside the enzyme 

(one per monomer), in the vicinity of the active site as shown by the X-ray structures of yeast 

[84], rat, and human SRs [99] (see Fig. 6). It probably preserves proper architecture of the 

enzyme active site. Addition of chelators, or mutations close to the cation site lead to loss of SR 

activity [68, 111]. The deactivation by chelators is reversible; SR can be reactivated with a 

sufficient supply of cations. Fe2+ and Ni2+ ions can also partially reactivate SR. In contrast Cu2+, 

Co2+, and Ni2+ ions inhibit SR. It was speculated that calcium, as an abundant second messenger 

in the neuronal tissue, could regulate SR activity in vivo. More probably, however, the cation site 

is constantly occupied by Mg2+ ions that are present in cytosol at a sufficient concentration of 0.6 

mM [112-113].  

 Another surprising feature of mammalian and yeast, but not plant, SRs is that they are 

activated by various nucleotides, with the largest effect performed by adenosine-5’- triphosphate 

(ATP), followed by less effective guanosine, cytidine, and uridine analogs [113-114]. The 

activation does not require ATP hydrolysis; adenosine-5’-diphosphate or a non-hydrolyzable 

ATP analog adenosine 5’-O-(3-thiotriphosphate) can equally activate SR [114]. The molecular 
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mechanism of the activation is not very clear. Some authors demonstrate the increase of kcat 

without an effect on KM [69]; others show a 10 fold decrease in KM with kcat remaining the same 

suggesting pure allosteric activation [98, 114]. It is possible that the different results are due to 

the presence or absence of reducing agents, such as 1,4-dithiothreitol (DTT), tris-

carboxyethylphosphine (TCEP), reduced glutathione (GSH), or mercaptoethanol. Reducing 

agents significantly alter SR activity and temperature stability [111]. It has been demonstrated 

that the effects of ATP and DTT are interconnected [111, 115]. Reducing conditions are 

important for ATP binding, perhaps to protect Cys 113 (hSR numbering) in the vicinity of the 

ATP binding site from oxidative modification [115]. The cell cytosole is rich in reduced 

glutathione, which is able to reduce majority of cysteines [116], as well as in ATP (2-3 mM) [19], 

therefore mammalian SR, as a cytoplasmic protein, is stabilized and fully activated in vivo.  

 ATP molecules often chelate Mg2+ ions in a 1:1 ratio; thus, the formed complex then 

functions as the actual allosteric activator. The 3D structure of yeast SR (PDB code 1WTC) first 

revealed two independent sites for the activators; one for the ATP/Mg2+ complex, and the other 

one for Mg2+. The structural data correspond with the biochemical observations that Mg2+ and 

ATP/ Mg2+ have additive activation effects [113].  

 

1.2.5 Posttranslational Modification and Interacion Partners 

 Recombinant serine racemase catalytic efficiency for serine as a substrate is surprisingly 

low. The reaction velocity corresponds to one molecule of product per 7 seconds [68]. Possibly 

SR is somehow upregulated in vivo. Several interaction partners and possible posttranslational 

modifications have been described. The available results, however, have not demonstrated a 

significant increase in catalysis.  

 The fact that active mammalian SR has been produced in E. coli cells (which do not 

possess eukaryotic posttranslational apparatus) demonstrates that posttranslational modifications 

are not necessary for SR activity [117]. 

 So far, it has been shown that SR can undergo polyubiquitination prior to degradation 

[118]. Human and mouse SRs are predicted to have several serine, threonine, and tyrosine 

phosphorylation sites (analyzed in NetPhos 2.0 server [119]). Thr 227 present in mSR was shown 
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to be phosphorylated [120] (in hSR this residue is Met, see Fig. 4). The authors further suggested 

that SR could be regulated by acylation [120]. 

Human SR could be S-nitrosylated on its surface exposed cysteine residues (Cys 2, 6, 113, 

127, and 269). Mustafa et al. demonstrates specific inhibition of SR through Cys 113 

nitrosylation in the presence of S-nitrosoglutathione [115]. The compound could, however, as 

well serve as a glutathione donor [70]. Most of the cysteine residues are not highly conserved 

among SRs from other species, with exception of Cys 113 and Cys 46, which are conserved in 

mammalian and plant SRs. It remains to be clarified if modification of cysteine residues can 

regulate SR activity. 

 Several SR interaction partners have been identified (for reviews see [70, 117]); two of 

them, glutamate receptor interacting protein (GRIP) [121-122] and protein interacting with kinase 

C (PICK1) [123], are thought to interact with the 4 C-terminal amino acid residues SVSV (hSR, 

or TVSV in mSR). The interaction with these proteins is important for SR targeting and 

activation. Interestingly, other mammalian SRs are truncated at the C-terminus and do not contain 

this motif. Another described interaction partner, golgin subfamily A member 3 (Golga 3), is 

supposed to interact with the 66 N-terminal amino acid residues. Golga3 probably prevents SR 

polyubiquitination and degradation [118].  

      

 

1.2.6 Serine Racemase Structure 

 

1.2.6.1 Primary Structure 

 Human SR sequence is formed by 340 residues, giving it a size of 36.5 kDa. The primary 

structure of serine racemase is depicted in Fig 4. As already mentioned, SR is sequentially related 

to serine/threonine deaminases and was thus predicted to belong to the fold type II family of 

PLP-dependent enzymes [92, 108]. The correctness of the fold type prediction was later 

confirmed by the 3D structures [84, 99]. 
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 Figure 4 Sequence Alignment of Human and Mouse SR 

 Human and mouse SRs share 89% sequence identity. The identical residues are shown against black 

background, homologous residues against grey background, and the different residues are highlighted white. The 

PLP-binding consensus sequence as defined in Prosite under the Accession Number PS00165 is underlined. The 

picture is taken from [102]. 

 

1.2.6.2 Secondary Structure 

 SR is a globular protein. Human SR has 40.3% of residues in alfa-helices, 13.9% in beta-

sheets, 15.8% in beta-turns and 27.1% in random coil. The mouse ortholog has a comparable 

secondary structure representation [102]. These results are derived from circular dichroism 

measurements with the recombinant SRs [102]. The experimental data correspond to the 

observed secondary structural motifs in the X-ray structure of human SR depicted in Fig. 5.  
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1.2.6.3 Tertiary Structure 

 Serine racemase is built with two domains that both contribute to the formation of the 

active site. The large domain is made up of residues 1-68 and 157-340 (hSR numbering), and the 

small domain of residues 78-155. The linkers are formed by flexible loops. As has been described 

for other PLP-dependent enzymes, SR adopts an open (free) and a closed (occupied) 

conformation. Ligand binding induces a substantial movement of the small domain [99].  

 

     C-terminus 

 

 

           AA 69-73 

 

 

 

 

      N-terminus 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Overall Structure of hSR 

Human SR monomer structure in cartoon representation with the basic secondary structure motifs further 

distinguished by color: α-helices (red), β-sheets (yellow), and flexible loops (green). The picture was prepared in the 

PyMol program [124] using the structure under the 3L6B PDB code. Active site is occupied by PLP and malonate 

shown in blue sticks representation. The cation site is occupied by Mn2+ shown as a blue sphere. 11 C-terminal 

flexible residues and residues 69-73 are not visible in this structure.  
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1.2.6.4 Quaternary Structure 

 In solution SR forms dimers with a small fraction of tetramers [102]. The multimerization 

state is not influenced by reducing agents; therefore, it is probably not stabilized by disulfide 

bridges. The 3D-structure of hSR further supports this observation, because there are no cysteine 

residues pointing at the dimerization interface of SR. Surprisingly, despite the observation that 

ATP/Mg2+ molecules bind between the two monomeric units [115], the experiments show that 

the multimerization state of SR does not depend on ATP in vitro [114]. Dimerization is also 

independent of the divalent cations [68, 110]. Human SR dimer is shown in Fig. 7. 

 

1.2.6.5 Available X-ray Structures 

The three-dimensional X-ray structures of yeast SR, and recently also rat and human SRs, 

are now available. Two yeast SR structures (PDB codes 2ZR8 and 2PZU) contain modified PLP 

that is created upon prolonged incubation with the substrate L-serine and adopt the closed 

conformation. Additionally, 2ZR8 contains L-serine bound in the active site. Two other yeast SR 

structures (PDB codes 1WTC and 1V71) are in open conformations, have unmodified PLP, and 

contain neither substrate nor inhibitor in the active site. 1WTC structure includes a 

nonhydrolyzable analogue of ATP, adenosine-5'-(β, γ-methylene) triphosphate (AMP-PCP), 

bound in the allosteric site.  

The rat structures (PDB codes 2L6C and 3HMK) appear, unlike the others, as dimers in 

asymmetric unit, mapping the SR dimerization interface clearly. The models contain Mn2+ in the 

metal binding site. Additionally the structure 2L6C contains the inhibitor malonate in the active 

site, and thus adopts the closed conformation.  

Finally, the human SR structures (PDB codes 2L6R and 2L6B) contain Mn2+ and 

malonate and are, therefore, both in the closed conformation. SR under the 2L6R code is a 

selenomethionine protein that was solved to 1.7 Å resolution. The 2L6B structure was solved to 

1.5 Å resolution and is used in the presented Figures. 

All the structures include Mg2+ or Mn2+ cation in the metal binding site. Thereby the 

cation site has been mapped in detail. The cation is octahedrally coordinated by three conserved 
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residues and three structural water molecules. The residues that coordinate the cation are Glu 

210, Ala 214, and Asp 216 (Fig. 6) 

 

 

 

 

          

 

          Asp 216                               

    PLP                                                           

 malonate 

                                                                     

     Glu 210    

                                             Ala 214 

                                  

 

 

Figure 6 Divalent cation binding site 

Close-up of the hSR divalent cation site occupied by Mn2+ (blue sphere). Mn2+ is octahedrally coordinated with 

amino acid residues Glu 210, Ala 214, and Asp 216, highlighted in sticks, and three structural water molecules (not 

shown). The PLP and malonate molecules mark the active site in the vicinity. The picture was prepared with PyMol 

[124]. 

 

 

1.2.6.6 ATP/Mg
2+

 Binding Site 

 The mammalian SR structures do not contain ATP/Mg2+ complex. We therefore docked 

the complex into the 3L6B hSR structure (Fig. 7). The following data are a part of results in 

Publication IV of the thesis. 

The docking analysis reveals that the aromatic stacking of the adenosine moiety with 

Tyr121 and the anchoring of the phosphate to Gln50 via the magnesium ion play key roles in 

ATP binding. The sugar moiety is stabilized by interactions with Gln 89, Thr 52, and Gly 53 
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[106]. Except for Thr 52 and Gln 89 all the residues conserved in all eukaryotic SR orthologs 

[111]. Thr 52 is conserved only in mammalian SRs; interestingly Gln 89 is conserved in 

mammalian and yeast SRs but not in plant SRs, which are not activated by ATP.  

Since the ATP/Mg2+ complex binds within the dimerization interface it also interacts with 

the other monomeric unit. These interactions are mediated by residues Lys 279, Arg 277, also 

conserved in yeast and mammalian SRs only, and Ser 32, conserved in mammalian and S.pombe 

SRs [106, 111].  

 

 

  

 

                                                        

 

 

     

      

                                           ATP/Mg
2+

 

 

 

Figure 7 hSR Dimer with ATP/Mg2+ Complex 

Two ATP/Mg2+ complexes bound in the interface of human serine racemase (PDB code 3L6B) dimer. The 

overall structure shows secondary structure motifs and PLP, malonate and Mg2+ in the cation binding site as in Fig 5. 

The position of ATP/Mg2+ was set by docking as described in Publication IV. The picture was prepared with PyMol 

[124]. 
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1.2.6.7 The Active Site  

The active site of hSR resembles that of other SRs and other PLP-dependent enzymes: 

PLP phosphate is anchored by the backbone of the so-called “tetraglycine loop” (Gly 185-188) 

and by the backbone of adjacent Met 189, pyrimidine ring nitrogen is bound to Ser 313, and the 

5-hydroxy group interacts with Asn 86.  

The human and rat SR structures contain the inhibitor malonate (see below) bound in the 

active site [99]. Both carboxylates participate in several H-bonds that stabilize the molecule 

within the active site. The active site residues forming the H-bonds are Ser 84, His 87, Arg 135, 

and Ser 242. Ser 242 is only conserved in mammalian SRs, while the other residues are 

conserved in all other SR orthologs too [111].  
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1.3 Physiological and Pathophysiological Roles of Serine Racemase 
 

The physiological and pathophysiological functions of serine racemase have been 

mentioned in connection with NMDA receptors. As already mentioned, serine racemase is the 

major source of the NMDA receptor glycine-site agonist D-serine in mammalian tissue. It is also 

possible that it contributes to DS degradation. As such, it is a key enzyme in DS metabolism and 

potentially interesting for pharmaceutical intervention in NMDA-receptor related diseases. The 

neuropathology of NMDA receptors has been covered extensively in the last two decades (for 

reviews see [125-128]. 

A few recent studies already show a direct link between DS and SR in some of these 

diseases - namely, schizophrenia, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), and Alzheimer’s disease. 

The connection of SR with the diseases will be discussed here in more detail.  

The role of DS in neurodegeneration was recently demonstrated in a broad study of rat 

gene expression changes upon DS administration. Among the upregulated genes were genes with 

important neurological functions and genes associated with the neuronal cell death, such as genes 

of proimflamatory cytokines or ubiquitin pathway [129]. The results suggest that aberrant 

regulation of DS might lead to neurodegeneration. 

 

1.3.1 Spatiotemporal Distribution of Human and Mouse Serine Racemase 

 The current expressed sequence tag (EST) profile of human SR mRNA at the NCBI 

UniGene database [80] suggests that SR may be present in numerous other human tissues outside 

brain, such as kidney, liver, skeletal muscle, heart, adrenal gland, intestine, lung, stomach, 

mammary gland, pharynx, prostate, testis, thymus, and uterus. The function of serine racemase in 

most of these tissues is unknown. However, since NMDA receptors have been found in the 

periphery as well [33-34, 130-131], we can speculate that SR located in these tissues produces 

DS for the nearby peripheral NMDA receptors too. 

Several observations show that SR contributes to early stage neuronal tissue development. 

SR is present in fetal brain as well as human placenta [132-133]. Furthermore, DS was shown to 

be transported through placenta to fetus [132]. Schell et al. demonstrate that DS is important for 

the NMDA receptor dependent synaptogenesis [134]. 
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 It has been demonstrated in rats that SR and DS levels change with age [59]. DS levels 

are high in early life stages and decrease with increasing age. Low SR and DS levels have been 

associated with cognitive dysfunction in the elderly [135-136]. 

 

1.3.1.1 Central Nervous System 

 SR is most abundant in the forebrain regions of mammalian brain. Along with DS it is 

found in hippocampus, amygdala, and various cortical regions [63, 90]. The cellular distribution 

of SR is controversial. It was first detected in glial cells only, but later it was found in neurons too 

[39]. SR has been detected in protoplasmic astrocytes and pyramidal neurons of the hippocampus 

and cortex and in Purkinje cells and Bergmann glia of the cerebellum [39, 63]. 

1.3.1.2 Peripheral Nervous System 

 SR is present in Müller cells and astrocytes of rat retina [89]. Its presence in both neurons 

and astrocytes of retina was further confirmed on the mRNA level [137]. SR was studied in the 

rat vestibular sensory system [138], and it is present in Schwann cells and epineural fibroblasts of 

rat sciatic spinal nerve [104]. NMDA receptors are located on peripheral nerve termini, where 

they are responsible for the sensory transduction of pain; the possible role of SR in spinal nerves 

is to contribute to nociception [131].  

1.3.1.3 Other Tissues  

SR has also been detected in other tissue types outside the nervous system, like liver, 

kidney, and heart muscle [90]. According to Xia et al., SR mRNA transcripts are present in the 

human heart, skeletal muscle, kidney, and liver. The authors did not detect SR mRNA in human 

colon, small intestine, spleen, thymus, leukocytes, or lungs. Wang et al. observed the same 

distribution of SR protein in rats [59].  

 In human kidney SR is present in the epithelial cells of convoluted tubules [90]. DS 

activates the renal NMDA receptors responsible for renal reflex control [34], but in higher 

amounts it is nephrotoxic [130, 139]. 

 SR is also expressed in heart muscle tissue, namely in ventricular myocytes [90]. Gao et 

al. performed a pilot study of NMDA receptor function in rat neonatal cardiomyocytes. Their 
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study revealed that NMDA receptors might contribute to myocardial pathogenesis [33], 

suggesting SR as a potential target for the treatment of some cardiac diseases. 

  

1.3.2 Serine Racemase and D-Serine in Schizophrenia  

Schizophrenia is a severe psychiatric condition of complex and not entirely known 

etiology. Schizophrenic patients suffer from a typical group of symptoms divided into positive 

(such as hallucinations), negative (such as apathy), and cognitive symptoms. Several possible 

molecular casual agents have been identified, and new molecular mechanisms of schizophrenia 

are under investigation. One of the more recently identified molecular mechanisms is NMDA 

receptor impairment  [140].    

 It has been confirmed by several groups independently that schizophrenic patients have, 

in comparison to healthy individuals, decreased D-serine levels in cerebrospinal fluid and serum 

[64, 141-142]. Moreover, it was shown that additional D-serine can improve the negative and 

cognitive symptoms of some, but not all, schizophrenic patients [143-146]. A broad study with 

Canadian schizophrenic patients revealed polymorphism in one gene (G72) being associated with 

the illness [60]. The product of G72 is a potential interaction partner of DAAO. This discovery 

led to a boom of DAAO investigations, especially its correlations to schizophrenia [61-64]. The 

results from experiments with DAAO deficient mice further prove this link [66-67]. However, the 

SR deficient mice also suffer from schizophrenic-like behaviors [147].  

 Schizophrenia is largely a hereditary disease. Several groups therefore studied potential 

schizophrenia-associated polymorphisms in the genes of SR or DAAO, with contradictory 

results. Some observed a clear association between SR genetic variants and polymorphisms with 

schizophrenia [147-148], while others exclude this possibility [64, 149]. Another interesting 

explanation of how altered DS metabolism could be implicated in schizophrenia is via the SR 

interaction partner PICK1. PICK1 polymorphism is associated with a more severe type of 

schizophrenia, disorganized schizophrenia [123]. Based on the observation that PICK1 knock-out 

mice have decreased brain DS, PICK1 is believed to activate SR-catalyzed DS production [150]. 

Disturbed PICK1 activation of SR could explain the decrease of DS in at least some 

schizophrenic patients.  
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 The subject of DS metabolism and its role in pathology of schizophrenia is matter of 

intense research. Most probably the outcome will depend on the different types of the illness. 

Perhaps, in the future, we will distinguish between DS-dependent and DS-independent 

schizophrenia, which will allow more suitable treatment.  

 

1.3.3 SR and DS in Alzheimer’s Disease and Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis 

Alzheimer’s disease and ALS are both severe chronic neurodegenerative diseases that are 

largely untreatable. The diseases have, among others, altered glutamate signaling; NMDA 

receptors might be the major glutamate affected pathway [151-153]. Hashimoto et al. first 

suggested altered DS metabolism of patients suffering from Alzheimer’s disease [154]. The 

authors observed that the patients have increased LS and decreased DS levels in the serum.  

Sasabe et al. showed that DS and SR, but not DAAO levels correlate with the progression 

of ALS in mouse models and that DS is elevated in ALS patients [155]. Furthermore, the addition 

of SR inhibitor phenazine methosulphate (see below) to ALS mouse spinal cord primary cultures 

relieved NMDA toxicity. This observations demonstrated direct link between NMDA receptor 

mediated toxicity and DS.  

Wu et al. claim that amyloid β-peptide induces serine racemase and D-serine production 

in primary microglia cell cultures and that serine racemase mRNA is elevated in the hippocampus 

of Alzheimer’s disease patients. The authors probed several human brain samples and found 

increased levels of SR mRNA in Alzheimer’s disease patients relative to age-matched controls 

[156]. Recently, Inoue et al. showed that amyloid β-peptide induced neurotoxicity is significantly 

reduced in SR knock-out mice, providing a compelling evidence for SR being a prospective 

pharmaceutical target [157]. The results seem to contradict with the observations made by 

Hashimoto et al. who, upon the detected decrease of DS levels, suggested decreased SR activity 

[154]. The discrepancy could be explained for example by compensatory activity of DAAO or 

DS transporters. The role of DS and SR in the Alzheimer’s disease pathophysiology remains to 

be clarified.   
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1.3.4 DS in Epilepsy 

Epilepsy is a serious chronic neurological disorder manifesting as spontaneous recurrent 

seizures. The neurochemical background of the disease seems rather complex and has yet not 

been clarified. Glutamate, together with other excitatory amino acid neurotransmitters, is highly 

probably involved in the initiation and propagation of epileptic seizures. Therefore, also NMDA 

receptors in epilepsy are a subject of research [158]. It has been shown that NMDA receptor 

antagonists, including the glycine/DS antagonists, behave protective in some animal models of 

epilepsy [159-161].  

Liu et al. observed substantial upregulation of DS in hippocampal and cortex neurons of 

epilepsy mice model (pilocarpine treated mice) [162]. Most of the cells with increased DS had 

also more prominent NMDA receptor phosphorylation leading to its activation, and underwent 

degenerated death. This is the first evidence that DS might be somehow involved in 

epileptogenesis as well as recurrent seizures.   

The study with ASCT1 transporter knock-out mice that suffered from severe seizures and 

died within several postnatal days stresses the importance of DS (and perhaps also glycine) 

clearance from the synaptic cleft [163]. The results suggest that upregulated DS signaling can be 

involved in the seizure onset.  

 The role of DS and its metabolism in epilepsy is as an attractive and highly contemporary 

topic currently under investigation by several groups. The professional audience is expecting 

release of the first results soon.  
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1.4  Serine Racemase Inhibition 
 

NMDA receptors have become very interesting for clinical research as important drug 

targets as reviewed by several groups; see refs [30, 128, 164-165]. Various antagonists of the 

glutamate, glycine, or the modulatory binding sites, or channel blockers with a therapeutic effect 

have been identified, but their use is often accompanied by adverse side effects that do not permit 

their clinical use [166-171]. Therefore, researchers gradually extended their interests to molecules 

upstream or downstream of the NMDA receptor to find new targets for treatment of the numerous 

neurological diseases. Putative drug targets of the NMDA system may include glutamate, 

glycine, and D-serine re-uptake transporters [172]; molecules of NMDA signaling like NO-

synthase (NOS) [173]; and enzymes producing or degrading the neurotransmitters. At this point, 

serine racemase comes to the stage as a potential pharmaceutical target. Several groups have 

therefore searched for potent mammalian SR inhibitors. 

The SR inhibition results depend on the assay setup, especially on the addition of SR 

activators [106]. The most potent inhibitors are small amino and carboxylic acids [98], but 

several moderate tripeptide inhibitors have been also described [174].  

For the purpose of completeness, I cannot avoid mentioning the results of our group that 

are part of the Publications included in the thesis. The results are referenced as follows: 

Publication I [98], Publication II [72], Publication III [175], and Publication IV [106]. 

  

1.4.1 Small Amino Acid Inhibitors - Substrate Analogues 

Among the proteinogenic amino acids are several SR inhibitors. Glycine is a competitive 

inhibitor with Ki of 150 – 1640µM. The Ki value depends on used serine racemase; with 

recombinant mouse SR the Ki is 1640 [98], with brain isolated mouse SR it is 150 [103], and with 

recombinant human SR it is 366µM [102]. The observed differences between human and mouse 

SR may help reveal differences within the active site of the enzymes. The higher affinity for 

glycine when mouse isolated SR is used may suggest another, yet unknown, natural SR effector 

influencing the result. The inhibition by glycine is probably physiologically relevant because the 

reported concentration of glycine in the cells is 500-700µM [103]. Also L-asparagine behaves as 
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a competitive SR inhibitor with Ki of 1130µM (for recombinant mSR) [98]. Various other 

derivates of aspartic acid are potent SR inhibitors. The highest SR affinity has L-erythro-3-

hydroxyaspartic acid (L-EHA) with Ki of 43 and 11 µM for mouse and human SR, respectively. 

The other three hydroxyaspartate stereoisomers have lower (L-THA, Table 2) or no affinity for 

SR. 

1.4.2 Small Carboxylic Acid Inhibitors 

We have shown that the amino-group is not necessary for binding; several small 

dicarboxylic acids behave as potent SR inhibitors 

The most suitable distance between the carboxylates bears malonate with the 3 carbon 

chain length. Succinate with the 4-carbon chain has lower affinity than malonate, but still 

preserves higher affinity than the SR substrate L-serine. Oxalate and glutarate with 2-carbon and 

5-carbon chains, respectively, have very low affinity to SR. (Table 3a). The main chain 

conformation and the side chain configuration influence the affinity to SR (Table 3b). Among the 

tested succinic acid analogues, maleic acid has the most suitable main chain conformation, while 

meso-tartaric acid has the best side chain configuration, the (R,S) configuration, for SR binding. 

The rule of (R,S) or (S,R) configuration being the most suitable repeats with other succinic acid 

analogues, for example meso-diaminosuccinic acid or L-EHA. 

 

a) 

   

 

 

 

 

 

acid  V0I / V0 

oxalic 
 

0.80 

malonic 
 

0.12 

succinic 
 

0.36 

glutaric 
 

0.62 

COOHHOOC

COOHHOOC

COOH
HOOC

COOHHOOC
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b) 

acid  V0I / V0 

succinic 
 

0.36 

maleic 
 

0.20 

fumaric 
 

0.91 

meso-tartaric 

(R,S) 

 

0.19 

D-tartaric 

(S,S) 

 

0.47 

L-tartaric 

(R,R) 

 

1.00 

 

c) 

malonic acid 
 

 
V0I / V0 

2-methyl- 

 

0.52 

2,2-dimethyl- 

 

0.8 

2,2-ethyl-1,2-

diyl- 

 

0.9 

COOH
HOOC

COOH
HOOC

COOHHOOC

OHOH

COOHHOOC

OHOH

COOHHOOC

OHOH

COOHHOOC

COOHHOOC

COOHHOOC

COOHHOOC
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2,2-propyl-1,2-

diyl- 

 

1.01 

2-butyl- 

 

0.88 

2-benzyl- 

 

0.48 

2-hydroxy- 

 

0.11 

2,2-dihydroxy- 

 

0.23 

2-amino- 

 

0.02 

2-fluoro- 

 

0.25 

 

 

Table 3 Dicarboxylic Acid Inhibitors 

The tables show SR inhibitors and their corresponding potencies as ratio of initial velocity in the presence 

and absence of the inhibitor (V0I/V0). The experimental setup involves equimolar amounts of LS and the inhibitor 

(5mM). Relative velocity of 0.5 means that the inhibitor has comparable affinity with LS, below 0.5 means it is 

higher affinity ligand, and value above 0.5 means lower affinity than LS. Table a) shows how chain lengts influences 

the affinity towards DS, table b) shows the influence of the main chain configuration, and table c) presents various 

malonic acid analogues and their SR inhibition. The data are from [98, 106]. 

 

COOHHOOC
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COOHHOOC
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We tested various malonic acid analogs. Most of them lose their SR affinity comparing to 

the mother compound (Table 3c). Only the 2-hydroxy and 2-amino analogs retained comparable 

inhibition potency to malonic acid. 

 Recently we found that also tricarboxylic acids bear some affinity towards serine 

racemase. The relative velocity of racemization reaction in the presence of citric acid is 0.4 

suggesting it has better affinity than LS. The observation led us to test all the tricarboxylic acid 

cycle analogues. We found that oxaloacetate, citrate, succinate and L-malate are moderate SR 

inhibitors with affinity lower than LS. The mechanism of inhibition of the compounds is not 

known. However, based on the observation that similar compounds meso-tartrate, 

dihydroxyfumarate and maleate are all competitive SR inhibitors, we can presume that the 

mentioned tricarboxylic acid cycle intermediates might also behave as competitive SR inhibitors. 

The physiology relevance of the inhibition is not clear. It is possible that serine racemase is 

somehow connected with the cell energy metabolism. Supportive to that is a recent observation 

that DS can regulate the citric acid cycle in rat cerebral cortex via citrate synthase inhibition 

[105]. However, the exact mechanism of SR role in the intermediary metabolism remains to be 

clarified, especially with respect to different compartmentalization of SR and the citric acid cycle 

machinery. 

1.4.3 Other SR Inhibitors 

In 2005 Dixon et al. identified several moderate surface-binding hSR peptidic inhibitors 

based on a tripeptide-like library of compounds [174]. The most potent compounds had Ki values 

of 320 and 610 µM respectively. All the active compounds were bulky hydrophobic tripeptides 

that bear no structural similarity to the substrate. Although the authors claim, based on the 

observed competitive mechanism of inhibition, that these are active site inhibitors, it is also 

possible that the compounds compete for some surface exposed site, such as the ATP binding 

sites. 

In 2005 Kim et al. used another bulky molecules, phenazine methosulfate and ethosulfate, 

as inhibitors of SR in cell migration experiments [121]. The authors mention IC50 values of 3 and 

5µM for the methosulfate and ethosulfate analogs, respectively, without specifying the inhibition 
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assay. In our hands, phenazine methosulfate and ethosulfate inhibit mSR with IC50 values of 220 

and 2170 µM, respectively [106]. The compounds clearly act as SR inhibitors in vivo because, in 

the cell migration experiments, the effect of the compounds could be partially compensated by 

addition of D-serine. The mechanism of action of these compounds is not known. 

Mustafa et al. describe that a certain percentage of glial SR is localized to membranes 

through interaction with phospholipids [176]. The authors show that phosphorylated 

phosphatidylinositols inhibit both SR catalyzed racemization and β-elimination. The greatest 

effect was observed with phosphatidylinositol (4,5)-bisphosphate (PIP2). Addition of 

phospholipase C, which degrades PIP2, results in loss of SR inhibition. PIP2 inhibits SR by 

interfering with ATP binding and behaves as a noncompetitive inhibitor with an IC50 of 13µM. 

The inhibition is physiologically relevant for serine racemase activity regulation [176].  
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Chapter 2 Results 

 

2.1  Aims of the Project 
 

The first aim of the project was to prepare and characterize recombinant mouse serine 

racemase and to develop methods for its activity determination (Publication I).  

Secondly, we wanted to develop a less laborious method for DS detection during 

inhibition experiments (Publication II). 

Finally, we wanted to characterize the enzyme structurally and to design potent and 

selective inhibitors (Publication III and IV).  
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2.3 Publication I 

  

The publication summarizes our work on the E. coli-based expression and a three step 

purification system for full-length mouse serine racemase. The publication also includes a 

detailed enzymatic characterization, including identification of novel, potent competitive 

inhibitors. Based on the observed substrate specificity of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae SR 

ortholog [85], we decided to test L-threo-3-hydroxyaspartate (L-THA) and its other 

stereoisomers as mouse SR substrates. To our surprise, L-THA turned out to be a potent mSR 

substrate with two-fold higher catalytic efficiency than LS, while L-erythro-3-hydroxyaspartate 

(L-EHA) behaved as a potent competitive inhibitor. With a Ki of 43 µM, L-EHA remains the 

most potent SR inhibitor identified to date. The observation that aspartic acid analogues can 

become high affinity binders lead us to the idea of also testing various dicarboxylic acids. It 

turned out to be a good choice; several small dicarboxylic acids behave as competitive mSR 

inhibitors, with the most effective inhibitor being malonic acid.  

Since no 3D structural knowledge of serine racemase was available at the time of 

publication, we calculated the equilibrium geometries of the active compounds in a dielectric 

continuum representing an aqueous environment. The calculations and screening of various other 

compounds for their mSR inhibition allowed us to define some attributes of successful SR 

inhibitors. 

2.3.1 Expression and Purification of mSR  

We developed an E.coli expression system for mSR employing the arabinose-inducible 

pMPM-A4 vector. Full length mSR (GenBank nucleotide accession number AF148321) was 

expressed in MC1061 cells growing in nutrient-rich media with a yield of 2 mg of purified mSR / 

L of bacterial culture. The successful three-step purification protocol encompasses hydrophobic 

interaction, ion-exchange, and affinity column chromatography. We chose ATP-agarose resin for 

the last step affinity-chromatography because of the previously published observation that ATP 

and other nucleotides can activate SR. The final purity of mSR was about 95%. The purified 

recombinant mSR was active, with kinetic parameters comparable to the results of other groups. 

Based on N-terminal sequencing we observed truncation of the initial two amino acid residues, 
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methionine and cysteine. Despite the high purity and sufficient solubility allowing concentration 

up to 10mg/ml, we were unable to crystallize the enzyme into well-diffracting crystals. For 

several years crystallization has remained the ultimate, but unreachable, goal in the project. Even 

the identification of potent competitive inhibitors did not help. The 3D structure of mammalian 

SR was recently released by a group from the company Evotec, Oxon, UK [99]. The authors also 

used an E. coli expression system, with the important difference being mutation of two N-

terminal cysteine residues to more water-soluble aspartic acid residues (C2D, C6D).  

2.3.2 Enzymatic Characterization  

 Various SR activators were revealed during our work on this part of the project. In our 

activity assays we could use all the required additives to fully activate the enzyme and to better 

mimic the in vivo conditions. This turned out to be important, because the additives influence the 

kinetic parameters of the enzyme, and they can also influence the inhibition profile of some 

inhibitors. In addition to buffer and PLP our activity mixture contains 5 mM DTT, 1 mM ATP 

and 1 mM MgCl2. 

The Michaelis-Menten kinetic parameters of mSR (Table 1) revealed comparable 

efficiencies for LS racemization and elimination and lower efficiencies when DS is used as 

substrate. We repeatedly observed an approximately 4-fold higher KM for DS compared to LS. 

Somewhat puzzling was the observation that DS elimination has a different KM than DS 

racemization; the KM for DS elimination resembles that of LS conversions. Our explanation was 

that either there are two independent active sites for DS racemization and elimination, or mSR is 

unable to eliminate DS and what we observe is elimination of LS formed from DS by 

racemization. To test our assumption, we used the competitive inhibitor L-erythro-3-

hydroxyaspartate to measure its mechanism of inhibition for all four SR-catalyzed serine 

conversions. L-EHA turned out to be a competitive inhibitor for all the reactions, suggesting that 

serine racemase uses the same catalytic site for all of its reactions. This means that mSR is 

probably not capable of direct DS elimination. The predicted presence of a common active site 

has been demonstrated by the 3D structures of other SRs [84, 99]. 

 Later we observed that, unlike mSR, hSR is capable of DS elimination (the KM values for 

both DS reactions are comparable), though the reaction has very low efficiency (Table 1). In the 
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same way it can be deduced that other SR orthologs, such as barley and fission yeast SRs, can 

also catalyze DS elimination (Table 1).  

2.3.3 Novel mSR Substrates and Inhibitors 

The current knowledge of serine racemase substrate specificity led us to test a panel of 

related compounds for their mSR affinity. We thus revealed several new elimination substrates, 

such as β-Cl-L-alanine, L-threonine, and L-threo-3-hydroxyaspartate (2S,3S) (Table 2). L-THA is 

one of the four stereoisomers of 3-OH-aspartic acid. The L-EHA (2S,3R) stereoisomer is a potent 

SR inhibitor (see below). In contrast, the D-threo (2R,3R) and D-erythro (2R,3S) stereoisomers 

turned out inactive, just like the D-forms of other known substrates. So, the only known D-amino 

acid with affinity to SR is D-serine. It is interesting to speculate whether or not the conversion of 

the other substrates could be physiologically relevant.  

 L-EHA and L-THA differ substantially in their equilibrium configurations; L-EHA is 

more stable due to better orientation of intramolecular H-bonds between carboxylates with the 

hydroxyl and amino group, respectively. The configuration, together with the architecture of the 

enzyme’s active site, is probably the reason why L-THA serves as a SR substrate while the L-

EHA is a potent inhibitor.  

We further revealed that glycine, L-asparagine, and several small dicarboxylic acids are 

competitive SR inhibitors, with malonic acid (Ki of 71 µM) being the second most potent 

inhibitor after L-EHA. 

The most potent SR competitive inhibitors malonic acid and L-EHA have already been 

successfully used in SR research; malonate as an inhibitor assisting human and rat SR 

crystallization [99] and L-EHA as a SR inhibitor in a recent neurophysiology study revealing the 

role of glial DS in the long term potentiation (LTP), a model of memory formation [177]. 

 

My contribution to the publication 

I participated in the inhibitor screening, established the oxo-acid detection method,. and analyzed 

the oxo-acid reactions. I performed some mechanism of inhibition experiments with L-EHA. 
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2.4 Publication II 
 

Serine racemase inhibition is a highly interesting topic from the pharmaceutical point of 

view. We are aware that many groups are searching for potent and specific hSR inhibitors. Serine 

racemase, however, seems to be a difficult target. Being a PLP-dependent enzyme, known for 

their low substrate and inhibitor specificity, it is not so surprising that the road to identifying 

potent, specific SR inhibitor is a challenging one. Despite the efforts of several scientific teams, 

the best know SR inhibitors are either non-specific compounds interacting with PLP [175] or 

specific competitive inhibitors with Ki values in the µM range [98, 106, 174]. 

Since there is no continuous assay available to monitor SR catalyzed racemization, we are 

limited to time consuming and laborious end-point measurements of the product. For the purpose 

of continuous activity monitoring, serine racemase has to be coupled for example to DAAO. 

DAAO in combination with horseradish peroxidase and the chromogenic substrate O-

phenylenediamine can be used for D-serine detection [110]. Such combination of enzymes is, 

however, not suitable for measuring SR inhibition, because the other enzymes may interfere with 

the inhibitor.  

In order to speed up testing of approximately 70 potential SR inhibitors selected from a 

large library of compounds offered by the company Guilford Pharmaceuticals, we developed a 

medium throughput assay for DS detection. The assay is based on OPA derivatization, chiral 

resin accompanied capillary electrophoresis (CE) separation, and subsequent spectrophotometric 

detection of the OPA-serine derivates.  

2.4.1 In-Capillary Derivatization 

Ortho-phtaldialdehyde (OPA) is a common amino acid derivatization agent used for 

UV/vis or fluorescent detection. The reaction requires a source of SH- groups; mercaptoethanol is 

sufficient for that purpose. For chiral separations are easily employed optically pure compounds, 

such as isobutyryl-L-cysteine or N-acetyl-L-cysteine, as the SH-group donors.   

For the in-capillary derivatization the sample and derivatization reagent are injected 

separately, than the electric field is applied to mix the two countermoving zones, and lastly the 
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electrophoretic separation in higher voltage is performed. Scheme of the on-capillary 

derivatization and subsequent separation are shown in Fig. 2 of the publication.  

The major advantage of in-capillary derivatization is that it circumvents the systematic 

error originating in the low stability of OPA derivates.  

2.4.2 Method Application and Validation 

The relative standard deviation (RSD) of the method was around 5% for both, interday 

and intraday analyses. When we applied the CE-based method and the previously described and 

more laborious HPLC-based method on the same samples, we observed comparable results. The 

method was thus successfully applied on inhibition screening of the large group of compounds. 

The disadvantage of the method lies in the derivatization agent. We observed that not only 

the derivates but also the OPA/mercaptoethanol solution was unstable and had to be often 

replaced.  

The sensitivity of the method was in low µM range, which was sufficient for the 

inhibition analysis; it could be significantly enlarged when coupled to laser induced fluorescence 

(LIF) detector. 

 

My contribution to the publication 

I prepared the activity reactions, performed the HPLC measurements and the application part, and 

contributed to the text.  
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2.5 Publication III 
  

In continued effort to identify or develop potent SR inhibitors we identified hydroxamic 

acids as novel family of potent inhibitors by random screening of various analogues of known 

mSR substrates and inhibitors we identified hydroxamic acids as novel family of promising 

potent inhibitors. However, our results from the mechanistic analyses were unexpected and rather 

puzzling; for example, the dihydroxamic acid analogue of malonate, a competitive SR inhibitor, 

behaved as noncompetitive one. We analyzed the mechanism in detail. We observed interaction 

of several dihydroxamic acids with PLP in solution, identified the products of the reaction using 

mass spectrometry, 1H-NMR, and UV/vis spectroscopy, and showed that some dihydroxamic 

acids nonspecifically inhibit several PLP-dependent enzymes by PLP-sequestration. Since 

hydroxamic acid moieties often appear as a part of inhibitors of other molecular targets, some of 

them even in clinical use, we found our findings very important for medicinal chemists.  

Moreover, among the tested hydroxamic acids we did identify one SR-selective, potent, 

and competitive inhibitor: L-aspartic acid β-hydroxamate.       

 

2.5.1  SR Inhibition by Hydroxamic Acids 

Because we observed that hydroxamic acid moiety could improve affinity of the 

compound towards SR, we screened several other hydroxamic acid analogs. Surprisingly the 

glycine and serine analogs did not inhibit SR at all (Fig. 1 in the paper). On the other hand the 

malonic, succinic and glutaric analogs behaved as very potent SR inhibitors. Due to the 

reputation of hydroxamic acids as potent metal chelators, we first checked that the mechanism of 

action was not chelation of the functionally important Mg2+ ion. However, the inhibition of SR by 

these compounds was not diminished even with a large molar excess of MgCl2 over the test 

compound, excluding metal chelation as the mechanism of action of these compounds.  

We revealed that the mechanism of inhibition of these compounds is rather complex. The 

inhibition by malonodihydroxamic acid fitted best to a non-competitive model, while 

succinodihydroxamic acid and L-aspartic acid β-hydroxamate behaved as competitive inhibitors 

with Ki values of 3.6 and 97µM, respectively. 
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2.5.2 Interaction of Hydroxamic Acids and PLP 

Our inhibitor specificity test with a panel of several PLP-enzymes revealed that the 

succino and malonodihydroxamic acids are highly nonspecific inhibiting all the enzymes, while 

L-aspartic acid β-hydroxamate inhibited mouse and human SRs and the homologous (20% 

sequence identity) serine dehydratase (SDH). These observations motivated us to investigate the 

reactivity of these compounds with PLP. Hydroxamic acids are derived of hydroxylamine, known 

to interact with the reactive PLP aldehyde moiety. Hydroxylamine is a nonspecific inhibitor of 

PLP-dependent enzymes through PLP-sequestration. Because the tested hydroxamic acids are re-

crystalized from water we know that they do not release hydroxylamine in water. The obvious 

experiments to follow were the analysis of potential interaction of PLP with the hydryxamic 

acids. We employed spectroscopy and observed the same spectral shift (390 to 335nm) when PLP 

was mixed with hydroxylamine, succino-, or malonodihydroxamic acid. We analyzed the product 

of interaction of these compounds with PLP using 1H-NMR and mass spectroscopy. Both 

methods revealed PLP-aldoxime product formed also upon PLP and hydroxylamine reaction. 

Detailed 1H-NMR analysis showed that two isomers of the PLP-aldoxime are formed. The 

structures of the aldoximes are shown in the Scheme 1 of the publication. 

2.5.3 L-Aspartic Acid β-hydroxamate       

L-Asp β-hydroxamate is a competitive, SDH and SR specific inhibitor. According to MS 

and 1H-NMR analyses it does not form the PLP-aldoxime. However, in the visible spectra of PLP 

and the inhibitor appeared the 335nm signal similarly like with the dihydroxamic acids. The 1H-

NMR analysis ultimately revealed that it interacts with PLP in a different way than the non-

specific dihydroxamic acids; it forms in solution the external aldimine corresponding to product 

of interaction of PLP with amino acids.  L-Asp β-hydroxamate is SR inhibitior with increased 

potency over L-aspartic acid, which is only a moderate inhibitor with affinity comparable to LS. 

The specificity of L-asp β-hydroxamate is however lower than the specificity of malonate (Fig. 3 

in the publication).  

My contribution to the publication 

I participated in the initial inhibitor screening and mass spectrometry study, performed the 

analysis of mechanism of inhibition, and contributed to the text. 
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2.6 Publication IV 

 The motivation for the review on mammalian SR inhibition was to summarize the current 

knowledge on SR inhibition and to include some of our new unpublished observations in order to 

provide a comprehensive guide to the expert readership as well as a starting guide to the 

newcomers in the field of serine racemase inhibition. Our long lasting experience with 

recombinant human and mouse, SR orthologs, precise activity assays, and systematic search for 

SR inhibitors allowed us to prepare such an overview.  

The publication provides summary of the methodology; it describes the inhibition of PLP-

dependent enzymes in general; it summarized known SR inhibitors; and it introduces new 

inhibitory compounds. 

During our work on the text a 3D structure of human and rat SR was released [99]. We 

decided to have a close look at the ATP binding site (Fig.8) and to provide insight into the 

interaction of the most potent SR inhibitor L-EHA within the hSR active site (Fig. 9). 

 

2.6.1 ATP Binding Site 

SR uses ATP as an allosteric activator. One of the yeast SR structures (PDB code 1WTC) 

contains SR with bound non-hydrolyzable ATP analogue AMP-PCP [84]. The authors suggested 

that ATP binding site lies at the putative dimarization interface. Baumgart et al., who later 

modeled SR dimer with ATP, support the hypothesis [122].  

Only recently, rat SR crystallized with a dimer in the asymmetric unit [99]. The dimer 

resembles that shown in the model by Baumgart et al. However, neither the human nor the rat SR 

crystal structures contain an ATP analog. We therefore docked an ATP molecule with a 

coordinated Mg2+ ion into the human SR structure, using the yeast SR structure containing AMP-

PCP as a template (Fig. 4 of the Publication IV).  

The docking reveals the amino acid residues most probably participating in the ATP 

binding (Fig. 8). Two ATP molecules are bound per SR dimer with their phosphate groups 

pointing into the dimerization interface and the pyrimidine moieties facing out to the solution. 

The presence of H-bond interactions of the γ-phosphate is in accord with the experimental 
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observations that SR does not hydrolyze the phosphates. The binding pocket of ATP resembles 

that of other proteins accommodating ATP [178]. Interestingly, the monomeric unit alone does 

not offer sufficient number of interactions; only the dimeric SR forms enough interactions to 

accommodate ATP/Mg2+ complex. 

We observed that C-terminus of the complementary monomeric unit is close to the ATP 

molecule (within 11 Å). The structures of SR, however, do not contain the last 11 C-terminal 

residues; they are too flexible to be observed in the diffraction pattern. The C-terminus, thus, may 

be even closer to interact with the ATP. This may be important in terms of SR regulation in vivo, 

because, as shown before, the last 4 C-terminal residues mediate the interactions with the protein 

partners PICK1 and GRIP (Chapter 1.2.5).  

 

 

Figure 8 ATP / Mg2+ Pocket 

ATP/Mg2+ complex (magenta) docked into the hSR (PDB code 3L6B) ATP site between 

the two monomeric units (one in cyan and one in green). Tyr 121, Gln 89, and residues 50-53 

belong to one monomeric unit, while Ser 32, Arg 277, and Lys 279 are from the complementary 

unit. The C-terminus of the complementary unit is marked. In the left upper part of the picture 

can be noticed some residues of the second ATP-site. 
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2.6.2 L-EHA in the Active Site 

From the docking experiments we can see that the most potent inhibitor, L-EHA, binds 

with 8 H-bonds. It uses all its functional moieties to anchor in the active site. The molecule of L-

EHA fills almost whole active site pocket (Fig. 9). 

In the case of analogous inhibitor L-Asp β-hydroxamate, the H-bond to Asn 154 is lost 

and the H-bonds to Arg 135 and Gly 239 are bifurcated. The orientation of L-THA, SR substrate 

(Table 2), in the active site is different than that of L-EHA, so that it also lacks the interaction 

with Asn 154, and it shares an additional H-bond with the PLP phosphate bifurcated between the 

α-amino and β-hydroxy groups. For comparison, the dicarboxylic inhibitor malonate found in the 

crystal structure uses the same active site residues, except Asn 154 and Gly 239. From all the 

docked inhibitors Asn 154 interacts only with L-EHA. Gly 239 forms an H-bond with the α-

amino group of the amino acid ligands.  

We can speculate that interaction with Asn 154 is responsible for the highest observed 

affinity of L-EHA. In summary, the docking experiments alone, however, do not explain the 

different affinity of the compounds.  

 

2.6.3 Serine Racemase Inhibition Summary 

Being a PLP-dependent enzyme, serine racemase is a difficult target for inhibition. This 

fact is usually reflected in low inhibitor specificity. By now, several competitive inhibitors have 

been identified. Most of the successful inhibitors are small charged molecules, but also several 

rather bulky tripeptidic competitive inhibitors have been identified. The newly released SR 

structure indicates that charged molecules with many H-bond donors and acceptors can bind in 

the active site with high affinity. The highest affinity inhibitors identified to date belong to the 

family of dicarboxylic acids, with malonic acid and L-EHA being the most potent SR inhibitors 

published so far. Both have been successfully used in SR research, malonate as an inhibitor 

assisting human and rat SR crystallization [99] and L-EHA as an inhibitor in a neurophysiologic 

study of the role of SR [177]. The current known competitive SR inhibitors, along with their 

respective Ki values, are summarized in Table 6 of the Publication IV. 
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Figure 9 L-EHA in the Active Site  

L-EHA docked into the active site of human serine racemase (PDB code 3L6B). The active site pocket is in 

light brown color. All polar atoms in the inhibitor are involved in hydrogen bonding interactions (yellow dashed 

lines) with the active site residues and PLP. In addition to the backbone NH groups of Asn154 and His87 and the 

oxygen of Gly239, the hydrogen bond network involves the side chains of Ser84, Ser242, and Arg135. The picture 

was taken from the Fig. 5 in the Publication IV. 

 

My contribution to the publication 

I participated in the inhibitor screening, structure analysis of the 3D models, and wrote the 

publication. 
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Chapter 3 Summary  

 

Serine racemase is a biochemically and pharmaceutically interesting enzyme. It is the first 

amino acid racemase described in mammals. In human it is abundant throughout the whole body. 

The role of serine racemase has been largely attributed to D-serine production to co-activate 

NMDA receptors, the key excitatory glutamate receptors. It has been discussed that serine 

racemase can participate in DS homeostasis not only by its production but also by its degradation 

to pyruvate and ammonia. The function of SR in non-neuronal tissues is unknown. The low level 

of substrate specificity of SR indicates that SR could have other functions too.  

The isolation and characterization of mammalian SR opened intensive research of D-

serine and its function in NMDA receptor signaling, opening a new space in the field of NMDA 

recptor physiology and pathology. Neurochemists and physiologists have discovered various DS-

mediated effects. DS, together with SR, brings another way to follow in the treatment of the 

numerous NMDA receptor-connected diseases. 

We have been interested in serine racemase and DS from the biochemical point of view. 

As the first thing we studied recombinant mouse SR in detail (Publication I). We characterized its 

kinetic parameters, substrate specificity, and inhibition profile using small amino and carboxylic 

acids. After successful identification of several potent and competitive mSR inhibitors, such as 

malonic acid and L-EHA, we developed a less time consuming serine separation technique 

employing capillary electrophoresis to continue with further inhibitor screening (Publication II). 

The method was used to test inhibition of selected inhibitor hits from a collaborating 

pharmaceutical company, Guilford Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (Baltimore, USA).  
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Our second goal was to characterize the 3D structure of the enzyme. Since we were able 

to prepare a sufficient amount of soluble, active, concentrated and highly pure preparation, we 

hoped that the crystal structure would be easy to obtain. However, serine racemase failed to 

crystallize in more than 300 tested conditions. We, therefore, moved a step back to search for 

better inhibitors. Among the many ligand analogs tested we found small dihydroxamic acids as 

potent SR inhibitors. Not only did the addition of these compounds not help crystallization, but 

they turned out to be nonspecific, PLP-interacting compounds. We mapped their mechanism of 

interaction with PLP and analyzed in detail the specificity of these compounds (Publication III). 

One of the studied hydroxamic acid analogs, L-aspartic acid β-hydroxamate, behaved as SR-

selective competitive inhibitor. 

 

We further enlarged the palette of our serine racemase preparations by purifying a full-

length recombinant wild type human ortholog and many rationally as well as randomly prepared 

mutants [102, 111]. Unfortunately, despite all the efforts, the only crystallization result in our 

hands was insufficiently diffracting crystals containing inactive protein. Nevertheless, the 

experimental work revealed new features of mammalian SRs. For example, with the random 

mutagenesis strategy, we identified residues Cys 217 and Lys 222, adjacent to the cation binding 

site, as crucial for SR activity [111].  

Through screening of various compounds for their SR inhibition, we identified 

dicarboxylic and tricarboxylic acid inhibitors, revealed moieties that are important for the 

inhibitor to bind, and summarized our results and results by others in an invited review for 

Current Drug Targets (Publication IV). 

 An important milestone in the serine racemase field was recently achieved by the 

company Evotec (Oxon, UK). They succeeded in serine racemase crystallization and solved the 

human and rat SR 3D structures. Since we have long awaited the release of a mammalian serine 

racemase structure, we are now prepared to use the structure as part of a rational search for SR 

inhibitors. We already employed the hSR structure (PDB code 3L6B) in docking experiments to 

map the APT binding site and the interactions of the most potent inhibitor L-EHA within the 

active site (Publication IV).   
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